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1 .List of entities 

 

 Warehouse.  XYZ Super Sales has will use 3 warehouses for storing the Items. 

 

 Shelf. Each warehouse can contain several shelves in which the items will be stored 

 

 

 Shelf_space. Each shelf_space will contain several shelf spaces. Only one item will 

be stored in a shelf space. 

 

 Product. In this database model, XYZ Super Sales will sell computer game consoles. 

For example one product is a Playstation 3.  

 

 

 Item.  XYZ Super Sales can sell a determined number of items of a specific product. 

For example, a lot of Playstations 3 can be sold in different sessions. However, they 

are the same product. 

 

 Customer. The number of people that sign up for XYZ Super Sales website. As a 

result, the will have option to buy items in the sessions. 

 

 

 Session. A period of time of 30 minutes in which a presenter will try to sell an item. 

 

 Presenter. The professional that will try to sell an item in an online session. 

 

 

 Discount. A reduction of the price of an item in percentiles of 10. The discount       

cannot be over 100%. 
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2. ERD version 1 
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3. ERD version 2 
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4. Relationship List 

 

      

 
 

 

 One warehouse can contain many shelves. 

 One specific shelf must belong to a warehouse. 

 

 
 

 

 

 

 One shelf contains many shelf spaces. 

 One specific shelf space must belong to a shelf. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 One item can be stored in on shelf space (or none at all. For example, 

when it has been sold)  

 One shelf space can contain one item (or none at all) 

 

It is assumed that an item will be left the warehouse when it is bought by a 

customer. 

 

contains 

contains 

Is stored 
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 One customer can buy many items (or none at all) 

 One item can be bought by one customer (or none at all) 

 

It is assumed that a customer can sign up for the website, be in our database, 

but not necessarily buy any item. 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 An item can be sold in one session (or none at all) 

 A session must contain one item. 

 

It is assumed that an item could be faulty and be stored in the warehouse 

without being in a session until it is fixed, returned, etc. 

For example, to show this optionality, it was decided that Items i12, i15, i19, 

i23, i24 could not be sold in any session because they are faulty.  

 

It is assumed that the presenter only sells one item per session. 

 

Note that it is likely to find more sensible that many items can be sold in one 

session. However, since the scenario does not specify this, it was decided to 

have sold one item per session. This database could be adapted to work in 

the mentioned case as well. 

 

 

 

 

buys 

Is sold 
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 One product can hold many items (or none at all). 

 One item must belong to one product. 

 

It is assumed that all the items that we have in the warehouse belong to the 

products that are in the Product table. 

 

It is assumed that it is possible to have a product in the database that does 

not hold an item at all. For example, it is a product that we intend to sell but it 

is not in the market yet. An example of this is in the Product table. XYZ Super 

Sales intends to sell PSP Vita model but it is not possible yet because it is not 

in the market. (figure 1) 

 

 
Figure 1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

has a stock of 
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 One product can be sold in many sessions (or not at all) 

 On session must contain one product. 

 

As in the item session relationship it is assumed that only one item can be 

sold per session. Therefore only one product can be sold per session. 

 

 

 
 

 
 

 

 One session can contain many discounts (or none at all) 

 One discount must be carried out in one session. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Is sold in  

has 
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 One presenter can present many sessions. 

 One session must be carried out only by one presenter. 

 

It is assumed that a session it is only carried out by one presenter at a time. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

 
 

 One presenter can sell many products. 

 One product can be sold by many presenters (or none at all). 

 

Note that this relationship is redundant and therefore it was removed in 

ERD version 2.  It is possible to find out which products are sold by 

whom in the relationship between product and session. 

 

 

Note that in the database session is named as session_table since session is a key 

word in Oracle. 

 

 

 

sells 

presents 
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5. Skeleton Tables 

 

 

Warehouse ( warehouse_id, ..  ) 

 

Shelf ( shelf_id, fk_warehouse_id*, ..  ) 

 

Shelf_space ( shelf_space_id, fk_shelf_id*, ..  ) 

 

Product ( product_id, ..  ) 

 

Item ( ,item_id, fk_product_id*, ..  ) 

 

Stock (  item_id*, shelf_space_id* ,..) Link table that contains a composite key. 

 

Customer (  customer_id, ..  ) 

 

Sale  (  customer_id*, item_id*,..  ) Link table that contains a composite key. 

 

Presenter ( presenter_id, ..  ) 

 

Session_table (  session_id, fk_product_id*, fk_item_id*, fk_presenter_id*..  ) 

 

Discount (  discount_id, fk_session_id*, ..  ) 
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6. Skeleton Tables with all attributes. 

 

 
Warehouse ( warehouse_id, warehouse_location ) 

 

Shelf ( shelf_id, fk_warehouse_id* ) 

 

Shelf_space ( shelf_space_id, fk_shelf_id*  ) 

 

Product ( product_id, product_name, purchase_price, retail_price ) 

 

Item ( ,item_id, fk_product_id*, purchase_date ) 

 

Stock (  item_id*, shelf_space_id*, sold, sale_date )  

 

Customer (  customer_id, customer_name, customer_phone, customer_address ) 

 

Sale  (  customer_id*, item_id* )  

 

Presenter ( presenter_id, presenter_name ) 

 

Session_table (  session_id, fk_product_id*, fk_item_id*, fk_presenter_id*, session_date, 

sold_in_session, sale_date_ebay, sale_price  ) 

 

Discount (  discount_id, fk_session_id*, percentage,  reduction_time  ) 
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7. Create table script 

 
Note that all the constraints have been named with a meaningful name in order to identify 

them easily. 

There was not need to add the constraint “Not Null” in the primary keys since by default a 

primary key is “Not Null” 

 

CREATE TABLE warehouse 

( 

warehouse_id VARCHAR (5), 

warehouse_location VARCHAR(30), 

CONSTRAINT pr_warehouse_id PRIMARY KEY (warehouse_id) 

); 

 

CREATE TABLE shelf  

( 

shelf_ID VARCHAR(5), 

fk_warehouse_ID VARCHAR(5), 

CONSTRAINT pr_shelf_id PRIMARY KEY (shelf_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_warehouse_ID_shelf FOREIGN KEY (fk_warehouse_id) REFERENCES 

warehouse (warehouse_id) 

); 

 

CREATE TABLE shelf_space 

( 

shelf_space_id VARCHAR(5), 

fk_shelf_ID VARCHAR(5), 

CONSTRAINT pr_shelf_id_space PRIMARY KEY (shelf_space_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_shelf_ID_shelf_space FOREIGN KEY (fk_shelf_id) REFERENCES shelf 

(shelf_id) 

); 

 

CREATE TABLE product 

( 

product_id VARCHAR(5), 

product_name VARCHAR(20), 

purchase_price NUMBER(10,2), 

retail_price NUMBER(10,2), 

CONSTRAINT product_id_product PRIMARY KEY (product_id) 

); 
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CREATE TABLE item  

( 

item_ID VARCHAR(5), 

purchase_date DATE, 

fk_product_id VARCHAR(5), 

CONSTRAINT pr_item_id PRIMARY KEY (item_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_product_id_item FOREIGN KEY (fk_product_id) REFERENCES product 

(product_id) 

); 

 

 

CREATE TABLE Stock 

( 

item_ID VARCHAR(5), 

Shelf_space_ID VARCHAR(5), 

Sold char, 

sale_date DATE, 

CONSTRAINT pr_composite_key_stock PRIMARY KEY (Item_id, shelf_space_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_item_id_stock FOREIGN KEY (Item_id) REFERENCES  item (item_id) 

ON DELETE CASCADE, 

CONSTRAINT fk_shelf_space_id_stock FOREIGN KEY (shelf_space_id) REFERENCES 

shelf_space (shelf_space_id) 

); 

 

Note that was decided that an item could be faulty or not arrive to the warehouse due 

to a transport problem. As a result, if an item is deleted in the item table, it also will be 

deleted automatically in the stock table. 

 

CREATE TABLE customer 

( 

customer_ID VARCHAR(5), 

customer_name VARCHAR(20) NOT NULL, 

customer_phone VARCHAR(20), 

customer_address VARCHAR(30), 

CONSTRAINT pr_customer_id PRIMARY KEY (customer_ID) 

); 

 

 

CREATE TABLE sale  

( 

item_ID VARCHAR(5), 

customer_ID VARCHAR(5), 

CONSTRAINT pr_composite_key_sale PRIMARY KEY (item_id, customer_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_item_id_sale FOREIGN KEY (Item_id) REFERENCES  item (item_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_customer_id_sale FOREIGN KEY (customer_id) REFERENCES customer 

(customer_id)  

); 
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CREATE TABLE presenter 

( 

presenter_ID VARCHAR(5), 

presenter_name VARCHAR(20), 

CONSTRAINT presenter_id_presenter PRIMARY KEY (presenter_id) 

); 

 

 

CREATE TABLE session_table 

( 

session_id VARCHAR(5), 

session_date DATE, 

sold_in_session CHAR(1), 

sale_date_ebay DATE, 

sale_price NUMBER(10,2), 

fk_product_id VARCHAR(5), 

fk_presenter_id VARCHAR(5), 

fk_item_id VARCHAR(5), 

CONSTRAINT pr_session_id PRIMARY KEY (session_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_product_id_session FOREIGN KEY (fk_product_id) REFERENCES 

product (product_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_presenter_id_session FOREIGN KEY (fk_presenter_id) REFERENCES 

presenter (presenter_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_item_id_session FOREIGN KEY (fk_item_id) REFERENCES item 

(item_id) 

); 

 

 

 

CREATE TABLE discount 

( 

discount_id VARCHAR(20), 

percentage NUMBER(3) CONSTRAINT percentage_check CHECK(percentage<=100), 

reduction_time NUMBER(2) CONSTRAINT reduction_time_check 

CHECK(reduction_time<=30), 

fk_session_id VARCHAR(5), 

CONSTRAINT discount_id PRIMARY KEY (discount_id), 

CONSTRAINT fk_session_id_discount FOREIGN KEY (fk_session_id) REFERENCES 

session_table (session_id) ON DELETE CASCADE 

); 

 

A CHECK constraint was added to both percentage and reduction_time attributes. In 

the former the discount cannot be bigger than 100%, in the latter the time reduction 

cannot be bigger than 30 minutes, which is what a session takes. 
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8. Select Scripts 

 

Note that the result of both query 4 and 8 may vary depending on when they are carried out 

since they contain the parameter sysdate which gets as a reference the current date of the 

database system. 

 

8.1 Query 1: All details of a customer (Figure 2) 

 

SELECT * FROM customer 

WHERE Customer_name ='Connor Tran'; 

 

 
Figure 2 
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8.2 Query 2: The amount of money made on Ebay in one 

month. Figure 3 

 

SELECT SUM(sale_price) Total_Ebay_August2011 

FROM session_table 

WHERE sale_date_ebay 

BETWEEN '01-AUG-11' AND '31-AUG-11' 

AND sold_in_session = 'n'; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 3 
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8.3 Query 3: An item with its original purchase price, its 

original retail price and its final sale price. (Figure 4) 

 

 

 

SELECT fk_item_id, purchase_price, retail_price, sale_price 

FROM session_table, product 

WHERE session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

AND fk_item_id = 'i02'; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4 
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8.4 Query 4: A list of shelf spaces (one month ago) with 

items in them, which warehouse they are in and on 

which shelf this shelf space is. (Figure 5) 

 

 

select stock.shelf_space_id, stock.item_id, stock.sold, stock.sale_date, shelf.shelf_id, 

warehouse.warehouse_id 

from stock, shelf_space, shelf, warehouse 

where stock.shelf_space_id = shelf_space.shelf_space_id 

and shelf_space.fk_shelf_id = shelf.shelf_id 

and shelf.fk_warehouse_id = warehouse.warehouse_id 

and stock.sold ='n' 

or stock.shelf_space_id = shelf_space.shelf_space_id 

and shelf_space.fk_shelf_id = shelf.shelf_id 

and shelf.fk_warehouse_id = warehouse.warehouse_id 

and stock.sold ='y' 

and stock.sale_date > add_months(sysdate, -1) 

order by stock.shelf_space_id asc; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 5 

 

 

Modify date of item i16 in session and stock 
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8.5 Query 5: The number of items which had to be sold on 

ebay for the purchase price. (Figure 6) 

 

 

SELECT fk_item_id, sale_price 

FROM session_table, product 

WHERE session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

AND sold_in_session = 'n' 

AND (sale_price='100' and product_id = 'p01') 

OR (sale_price = '200' and product_id = 'p02') 

OR (sale_price = '300' and product_id = 'p03'); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 6 
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8.6 Query 6: The number of items which had to be sold on 

ebay for the presenters' discounted price. (Figure 7) 

 

 

select session_table.fk_item_id, max(percentage) as Sold_at_discount_in_Ebay 

from  discount, session_table 

where discount.fk_session_id = session_table.session_id 

and sold_in_session = 'n' 

and sale_date_ebay is not null 

group by session_table.fk_item_id 

order by session_table.fk_item_id asc; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 7 
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8.7 Query 7: One product and how it is discounted during a 

presenters sales session.  i.e. 12mins   -10%; 24mins   

-30%. Please keep in mind that the total cannot exceed 

100. (Figure 8) 

 

 

select  session_id, product.product_id, product_name, percentage, reduction_time, 

presenter_name 

from product, session_table, discount, presenter 

where discount.fk_session_id = session_table.session_id 

and session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and presenter.presenter_id = session_table.fk_presenter_id 

and product_name = 'playstation3' 

and presenter_name = 'Peter' 

and session_id = 's16'; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 8 
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8.8 Query 8: Items that are still in the warehouses after 6 

months. (Figure 9) 

 

 

select item.item_id 

from item, stock 

where item.item_id = stock.item_id 

and stock.sold = 'n' 

and purchase_date < add_months(sysdate, -6) 

order by item.item_id; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 9 
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8.9 Query 9: The number of products sold by all 

presenters. (Figure 10) 

 

 

select product.product_name, count(product_name) AS Number_of_products, 

session_table.fk_presenter_id AS Presenter, presenter_name 

from presenter, session_table, product 

where presenter.presenter_id = session_table.fk_presenter_id 

and session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and sold_in_session = 'y' 

or presenter.presenter_id = session_table.fk_presenter_id 

and session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and sold_in_session = 'n' 

and sale_date_ebay is not null 

group by product.product_name, session_table.fk_presenter_id, presenter_name 

order by session_table.fk_presenter_id; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 10 
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8.10 Query 10: A list of products with how many of each 

have been sold, in ascending order. (Figure 11) 

 

select product_name, count(product_name) AS Products_sold 

from session_table, product 

where session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and sold_in_session = 'y' 

or session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and sold_in_session = 'n' 

and sale_date_ebay is not null 

group by product_name 

order by product_name asc; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 11 
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8.11 Query 11: The most profitable presenter of the month. 

This is calculated by adding profit margins for all items 

sold by the presenter. (Figure 12) 

 

 

 

select  fk_presenter_id, sum(sale_price - purchase_price) as Profit 

from product, session_table 

where session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and session_table.sold_in_session = 'y' 

or session_table.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and session_table.sold_in_session = 'n' 

and session_table.sale_date_ebay is not null 

group by fk_presenter_id 

order by Profit desc; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12 
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8.12 Query 12: A list of presenter names and the number of 

items each one has sold. (Figure 13) 

 

select presenter_name, count(fk_item_id) AS Items_sold 

from presenter, session_table 

where presenter.presenter_id = session_table.fk_presenter_id 

and session_table.sold_in_session = 'y' 

or presenter.presenter_id = session_table.fk_presenter_id 

and session_table.sold_in_session = 'n' 

and sale_date_ebay is not null 

group by presenter_name  

order by Items_sold desc; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 13 
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8.13 Query 13: The presenter who reaches the 50% 

discount mark first on average. (Figure 14) 

 

select fk_presenter_id, percentage, avg(reduction_time) as time_average_minutes 

from session_table, discount 

where session_table.session_id = discount.fk_session_id 

and percentage = '50' 

group by fk_presenter_id, percentage 

order by Time_average_minutes asc; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 14 
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8.14 Query 14: The number of customers who bought a 

particular product. (Figure 15) 

 

 

select customer_name, count(product_name) As Number_of_Playstation3_bought 

from customer, sale, item, product 

where customer.customer_id = sale.customer_id 

and sale.item_id = item.item_id 

and item.fk_product_id = product.product_id 

and product_name = 'playstation3' 

group by customer_name 

order by customer_name asc; 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 15 
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9. Other issues to consider 

 

 It is assumed that all the prices and transactions are in British Pounds. 

 For data consistency reasons, the discount percentiles are applied on the profit 

margin calculated between the purchase_price and the retail_price. 

 All dates are consistent. For example, It would not make sense at all having an Item 

sold before its purchase date. 

 All prices and discounts are consistent. For example, if a 50% discount has been 

applied to an item. Its price sale on the database must show this discount. 

 All the possible variables risen by the scenario have been included in the database. 

For example, there are items sold under its purchase price in Ebay after six months. 
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APPENDIX 1 

INSERT SCRIPTS 

 
 

 

 

INSERT INTO warehouse VALUES ('w01', 'London'); 

INSERT INTO warehouse VALUES ('w02', 'Bournemouth'); 

INSERT INTO warehouse VALUES ('w03', 'Brighton'); 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO shelf VALUES ('s01', 'w01'); 

INSERT INTO shelf VALUES ('s02', 'w01'); 

INSERT INTO shelf VALUES ('s03', 'w02'); 

INSERT INTO shelf VALUES ('s04', 'w02'); 

INSERT INTO shelf VALUES ('s05', 'w03'); 

INSERT INTO shelf VALUES ('s06', 'w03'); 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g01', 's01'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g02', 's01'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g03', 's01'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g04', 's01'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g05', 's01'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g06', 's02'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g07', 's02'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g08', 's02'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g09', 's02'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g10', 's02'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g11', 's03'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g12', 's03'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g13', 's03'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g14', 's03'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g15', 's03'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g16', 's04'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g17', 's04'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g18', 's04'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g19', 's04'); 
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INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g20', 's04'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g21', 's05'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g22', 's05'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g23', 's05'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g24', 's05'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g25', 's05'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g26', 's06'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g27', 's06'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g28', 's06'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g29', 's06'); 

INSERT INTO shelf_space VALUES ('g30', 's06'); 

 

 

INSERT INTO product VALUES ('p01', 'wii', '100','200'); 

INSERT INTO product VALUES ('p02', 'xbox360', '200', '300'); 

INSERT INTO product VALUES ('p03', 'playstation3', '300', '400'); 

INSERT INTO product (product_id,product_name) VALUES ('p04', 'Playstation Vita'); 

 

 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i01','06-Jan-11','p01'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i02','25-Jan-11','p01'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i03','26-Jan-11','p01'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i04','25-Jan-11','p01'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i05','30-Sep-11','p01'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i06','21-Jan-11','p01'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i07','09-Jan-11','p01'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i08','18-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i09','12-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i10','18-Nov-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i11','07-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i12','02-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i13','30-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i14','12-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i15','13-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i16','22-Jan-11','p02'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i17','10-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i18','23-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i19','09-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i20','14-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i21','17-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i22','21-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i23','19-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i24','30-Jan-11','p03'); 

INSERT INTO item VALUES ('i25','26-Jan-11','p03'); 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i12','g01','n','');  
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INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i19','g06','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i23','g12','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i24','g17','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i01','g26','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i03','g30','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i05','g09','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i15','g08','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i10','g28','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i18','g07','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i20','g20','n','');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i02','g02','y','02-AUG-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i06','g03','y','28-SEP-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i07','g04','y','19-NOV-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i08','g05','y','25-APR-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i09','g10','y','03-SEP-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i11','g11','y','19-OCT-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i13','g13','y','22-FEB-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i14','g14','y','22-MAR-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i16','g15','y','22-FEB-12');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i17','g16','y','03-AUG-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i04','g18','y','19-AUG-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i21','g19','y','01-JUN-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i22','g21','y','12-OCT-11');  

INSERT INTO stock VALUES ('i25','g22','y','19-SEP-11');  

 

 

 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c01','Connor Tran','50803481598','9794 Tincidunt 

Avenue'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c02','Noah Banks','71311510835','522-5848 Ut Rd.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c03','Cyrus Knight','96302382372','P.O. Box 291, 1456 

Et Ave'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c04','Cody Guthrie','73356941397','Ap #301-8499 Magna 

Rd.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c05','Nathan Johnson','25752060081','6335 Nibh. St.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c06','Kieran Hensley','24848823295','P.O. Box 405, 1640 

Dictum Rd.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c07','Russell Swanson','48549352548','P.O. Box 651, 

7054 Eros. Av.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c08','Knox Hicks','58787393425','1562 Tincidunt St.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c09','Melvin Gould','00925316122','Ap #427-7103 

Feugiat Av.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c10','Ian Cochran','48183435637','3064 Ornare, Ave'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c11','Kirk Buckner','89240578442','616-7770 Egestas 

Avenue'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c12','Justin Hines','09865148821','P.O. Box 404, 6067 

Eleifend Rd'); 
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INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c13','Jakeem Guy','12256466823','463-4584 Lectus 

Rd.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c14','Burke Workman','55847081027','8093 Mauris Rd.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c15','Reuben Hays','52011255999','9538 Morbi St.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c16','Mohammad Short','34826943402','Ap #824-1429 

Arcu. Av.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c17','Malik Velez','29488481581','Ap #759-5730 Augue. 

Ave'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c18','Prescott Gilmore','52692921512','Ap #188-4768 Id 

St.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c19','Harding Vargas','82041278743','7536 Nisi. Av.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c20','Ignatius Sweet','03118240391','P.O. Box 724, 7020 

Elit Road'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c21','Cedric Casey','84861306194','963-9930 Nunc Av.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c22','Kuame Snider','20969044101','7825 Integer 

Street'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c23','Brady Maynard','94655501340','6015 Mi St.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c24','Arsenio Soto','20964175595','P.O. Box 306, 5079 

Sit St.'); 

INSERT INTO customer VALUES ('c25','Matthew Schmidt','01815228314','Ap #513-9943 

Aliquet. St.'); 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i02','c01'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i04','c02'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i06','c04'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i07','c05'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i08','c05'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i09','c06'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i11','c08'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i13','c10'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i14','c25'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i15','c11'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i16','c12'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i17','c01'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i22','c01'); 

INSERT INTO sale VALUES ('i25','c09'); 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO presenter VALUES ('pr1', 'Peter'); 

INSERT INTO presenter VALUES ('pr2', 'Paul'); 

INSERT INTO presenter VALUES ('pr3', 'Marie'); 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s01','19-Aug-11','n','','150','p01','pr1','i01');  
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INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s02','02-Aug-11','y','','160','p01','pr1','i02');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s03','12-Oct-11','n','','180','p01','pr1','i03');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s04','30-May-11','n','19-Aug-

11','180','p01','pr2','i04');    

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s05','12-Oct-11','n','','190','p01','pr2','i05');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s06','28-Sep-11','y','','180','p01','pr3','i06');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s07','12-Mar-11','n','19-Nov-11','80','p01','pr3','i07');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s08','25-Apr-11','y','','210','p02','pr1','i08');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s09','03-Sep-11','y','','290','p02','pr1','i09');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s10','21-Nov-11','n','','240','p02','pr1','i10');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s11','03-Sep-11','n','19-Oct-11','240','p02','pr2','i11');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s12','22-Feb-11','y','','290','p02','pr2','i13');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s13','22-Mar-11','y','','220','p02','pr2','i14');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s14','01-Apr-11','n','22-Feb-12','150','p02','pr3','i16'); 

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s15','03-Aug-11','y','','390','p03','pr1','i17');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s16','18-Jul-11','n','','330','p03','pr1','i18');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s17','12-Aug-11','n','','360','p03','pr2','i20'); 

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s18','01-Jun-11','y','','370','p03','pr2','i21');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s19','03-Sep-11','n','12-Oct-11','360','p03','pr3','i22');  

INSERT INTO session_table  VALUES ('s20','23-Aug-11','n','19-Sep-

11','300','p03','pr3','i25'); 

 

 

 

 

 

 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d01','10','5','s01'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d02','20','8','s01'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d03','30','12','s01'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d04','40','20','s01'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d05','50','21','s01'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d06','10','22','s02'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d07','20','25','s02'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d08','30','27','s02'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d09','40','28','s02'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d10','10','9','s03'); 
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INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d11','20','12','s03'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d12','10','24','s04'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d13','20','26','s04'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d14','10','3','s05'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d15','10','5','s06'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d16','20','21','s06'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d17','10','22','s07'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d18','10','15','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d19','20','19','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d20','30','22','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d21','40','23','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d22','50','25','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d23','60','26','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d24','70','27','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d25','80','28','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d26','90','29','s08'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d27','10','2','s09'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d28','10','2','s10'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d29','20','5','s10'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d30','30','14','s10'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d31','40','21','s10'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d32','50','25','s10'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d33','60','28','s10'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d34','10','2','s11'); 
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INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d35','20','3','s11'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d36','30','10','s11'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d37','40','12','s11'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d38','50','16','s11'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d39','60','23','s11'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d40','10','26','s12'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d41','10','3','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d42','20','4','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d43','30','8','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d44','40','12','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d45','50','15','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d46','60','17','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d47','70','19','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d48','80','22','s13'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d49','10','8','s14'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d50','20','24','s14'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d51','30','29','s14'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d52','10','15','s15'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d53','10','3','s16'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d54','20','5','s16'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d55','30','8','s16'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d56','40','15','s16'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d57','50','19','s16'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d58','60','22','s16'); 
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INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d59','70','25','s16'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d60','10','11','s17'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d77','20','7','s17'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d78','30','12','s17'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d79','40','14','s17'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d81','10','4','s18'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d82','20','11','s18'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d83','30','24','s18'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d84','10','15','s19'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d85','20','17','s19'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d86','30','20','s19'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d87','40','22','s19'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d92','10','10','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d93','20','11','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d94','30','15','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d95','40','21','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d96','50','22','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d97','60','23','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d98','70','24','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d99','80','25','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d100','90','26','s20'); 

INSERT INTO discount (discount_ID,percentage,reduction_time,fk_session_id) VALUES 

('d101','100','29','s20'); 
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 Introduction 

 

This report is going to provide a description of three very important issues that must be taken 

into account when it comes to the storage of information in databases.  Likewise, examples 

for how the mentioned issues can have a negative impact on XYZ Super Sales will be 

included as well.   

Data integrity 

Data integrity is defined by Coronel et la. (2010, p.16) as “the condition in which all of the 

data in the database are consistent with the real-world events and conditions. 

 

For the good operation of XYZ Super Sales database, this must contain data integrity. One 

example of data integrity is entity integrity and relational integrity. It is possible to appreciate 

how this can affect our database in the following tables: 

  

 

Table 1.2 

 

Table 1.1       

There are two data integrity errors in this database. The first one is in the Cus_number 

column, where we can observe that there are two customers with the same primary key: C1. 

This is breaking the Entity Integrity.  The second one is found in the Pres_number column. 

Pres_number is a foreign_key that links presenter table with Customer table. We can see 

that Presenter 3 was assigned to C4. This is impossible since Presenter 3 does not exist. In 

this case Refential integrity is being broken. Due to this, XYZSS Database will not be able to 

provide accurate queries by the end users. 

 Data Protection 

Cus_number Cus_name Pres_number* 

C1 Nick P3 

C1 Robert P2 

C3 Kevin P1 

C4 Pam P3 

CUSTOMER TABLE PRESENTER TABLE 

Pres_number Pres_name 

P1 Antonio 

P2 Pedro 
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XYZSS must enforce the Data Protection act according to United Kingdom legislation on its 

Database. The Data Protection Act  exists in order to protect the citizens against the bad use 

of information about them. The misuse of our database information could lead to monetary 

penalties, such as this one mentioned by Shire, K (2011, p.68) “£ 100.000 was issued to 

Hertfordshire County Council for two serious incidents in which council employees faxed 

highly sensitive personal information to the wrong recipients”.  

 

 

Database Security 

One of the most important aspects of computing and networking nowadays is to keep  

systems secured against hostile intruders who could want to access illegally to XYZSS´ 

Database to take information which it will use for its interest. This could put into risk our 

customers financial wellbeing. For example, An internet criminal could break in the database 

to get hold of XYZSS customers credit card numbers which allow them to steal money from 

them.   

Sony was headline news when its “Playstation Network”(which holds 100 million users) was 

breached, in which 12 million of credit card numbers were compromised. As a result, this 

fact had a huge impact on Sony both economically and in terms of image. “A full accounting 

of the disaster, both in dollar terms and in damage to the PlayStation brand, will take 

months, if not years.” (Riley, M, & Vance, A.2011) 

 

Conclusions 

It has been proved that the issues that concerns databases can impinge extremely 

negatively on XYZSS business. Thus, it is required to start with a good design to avoid data 

integrity problems, followed by good maintenance and security of the database to elude 

extremely serious complications. 
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Reflecting on Turnitin 

 

After having submitted my first report to the Turnitin system I can testify that the friends of 

plagiarism have a fierce enemy in this software capable of detecting copied work from other 

authors. 

 

Turnitin is a tool that comes up inevitably due to the ease for students to access to infinite 

sources of information that “The New Printing Press” (This is the way that I like to call the 

Internet) puts at their disposal. So, it is not surprising that students feel tempted to plagiarize 

other people works having such an endless source within their reach. These can be 

considered the general reasons to commit plagiarism as Vanacker (2011 p.328) points out: 

“Plagiarism can be the result of a lack of knowledge or of a lack of character, or a 

combination of both.” In any case, the main purpose of an educational institution and the 

instructors that make it up is to teach their students. Teacher wants to make sure that their 

pupils endeavour to learn and identifying plagiarism on a piece of writing can be an 

extremely hard and a dilatory task. Therefore, Turnitin can be used as an extremely effective 

tool to detect plagiarism in a twinkling of an eye and at the same time being used as a 

deterrent to carry out plagiarism as Vanacker (2011 p.328) said:  “Instructors who suspect 

plagiarism therefore end up typing text into various search engines and databases, a time 

consuming task that might be quickly abandoned when a stack of papers is waiting to be 

graded. Given this low probability of detection, students who might otherwise be deterred by 

the chance of getting caught might consider plagiarism a viable option under the right 

circumstances.” 

 

On the other hand, Turnitin and other plagiarism detection software could be accused of 

violating copyright since all the data that is submitted is stored on their database without 

having too much choice. The inclusion of students’ papers without their ability to object has 

become one of the most controversial aspects of this service. “Turnitin uses the 

comprehensiveness of its database and the presence of student-submitted papers as a 

selling point.” (Vanacker 2011 p.328) 

In conclusion, Turnitin is a priceless system to detect and deter plagiarism. However, it is not 

without controversy since it also has its “side effects”. 
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